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GENERAL INFROMATION / INSTRUCTIONS
CANDIDATE MUST BE READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION / INSTRUCTIONS

BEFORE ATTEMTPING THE QUESTIONS

1. There are 100 Multiple Choice Objective Type Questions given in the Test booklet.

2. Each Question Carries One mark. Total number of marks is 100.

3. The Candidates have to dark the circle with a HB Pencil out of the four responses to 
indicate the correct answer in the Answer Sheet.
(A) England (B) USA (C) India (D) France
Correct answer is (C) The Candidate will dark the circle as below.
Right Method

A B C D
Wrong Method

A AB BC CD D

4. Except the above mentioned method the answer in any other method shall be Wrong and 
no mark will be given for that.

5. More than one response/answer of one Question Shall be wrong.

6. The Candidaes should not write any thing on the answer sheet except the Roll No.

7. The Candidates have to return the Test Booklet along with the answer sheet after the 
examination is over, to the invigilator.

8. There is no negative marking.

9. Rechecking and revaluation is not permissible at all.

10. Use of unfair means shall result in the Cancellation of the examination
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_______



Direction : In the question below, find the odd one out.

1. (a) Engagement(b) Funeral (c) Wedding (d) Reception

2. (a) Incandescent (b) Luminiscent (c) Effulgent (d) Imminent

3. (a) Bus (b) Car (c) Scooter (d) Bicycle

4. (a) Heat (b) Enegry (c) Radar (d) Laser

Direction :- In the following questions choose the pair of words that best expresses the 
same relationship as that in the capitalised pair.

5. LADDER : STOOL
(a) Sweater : Gloves (b) Jump : Hop (c) Far : Distance (d) Mockish : Awkward

6. APPLE : FRUIT
(a) Milk : Water (b) Wood : Tree (c) Letter : Alphabet (d) Iron : Gold

7. CALCULATOR : ARITHMETIC
(a) Scientist : Chemical (b) Man : Food (c) Bed : Sleep (d) Scooter : Vehicle

8. DESIGN : ABSTRACT
(a) Apple : Pear (b) Rain : Drizzle (c) Drink : Mango (d) Swirling : Nebulous

Directions : Pick out the word i.e. most nearly the same in meaning as the word in capitals.

9. PERNICIOUS
(a) Radical (b) Baneful (c) Scientific (d) Negative

10. APOSITE
(a) Appropriate (b) Foolish (c) Painful (d) Inapt

11. ADMONISH
(a) Scold (b) Pacify (c) Display (d) Ignore

Directions : In each sentence below a word or a group of words are underlined. Each 
sentence is followed by four words or groups of words. Find out which of these words can 
substitute the word/groups of words printed in italics without changing the meaning of the 
sentence.

12. A posthumous award was given to the poet.
(a) Postal (b) After death (c) Creditable (d) Pre-natal

13. I doubt the veracity of your statement
(a) Tenacity (b) Wisdom (c) Truthfulness (d) Factuality

14. The rebels returned home under an amnesty
(a) General pardon (b) Financial assistance (c) Judicial trial (d) Legal enquiry

Directions : Fill in the blanks

Choose the pair of words which complete the sentence to make logical sense.
15. __________and___________ have been absolutely discounted by politicians trading 
charges over the water scandal.



(a) sense …sensibility (b) clarity …. Clairvoyance
(c) probity….consistency (d) management….administration

16. Britain it seems has always been __________ on the verge of a software ____________
(a) sinking ……..mania (b) keen…. Industry (c) very much …….penic (d) 

just…..boom

Directions : ERRORS

Each sentence is broken into four parts (A), (B), (C) and (D) mark the part which has the error

17. (a) the news of the disturbance (b) was broadcasted (c) the same evening (d) no 
error

18. (a) It is the newspaper (b) that exposes us to the widest range
(c) of human experienes and behaviour (d) no error

Directions : Arrange the sentences (A), (B), (C) and (D) in a logical sequence

19. (A) In India, home to 2,500 – 3,750 tigers (half the world’s total), they are being poached 
at the rate of atleast one a day.
(B) The threat has, however, sparked off another, though smaller, crisis a spate of 
recriminations between conservation organizations
(C) As anyone with a letter box, a T.V. set and an environmental conscience will know, 
the tiger may soon be extinct in the wild.
(D) It doesn’t take a mathematician to work out that if those if those rates continue, there 
may be no Bengal tigers left outside zoos, within a decade.
(a) DCBA (b) CDBA (c) CBAD (d) CADB

20. (A) “What manner of creature is this that has form but no substance”
(B) “Think of the air my friend, think of the clouds”
(C) “For such a one am I born of dreams and flights of fancy”
(D) “I can see, but I cannot feel….”
(a) ABCD (b) BDAC (c) DBCA (d) DABC

21. For enhancing the salaries of Judges of the Supreme Court and High courts, the Lok 
Sabha has recently approved a Bill. As per this Bill, the salary per month of Chief Justice 
of India will be
(a) Rs. 18,000 (b) Rs. 25,000 (c) Rs. 30,000 (d) Rs. 33,000

22. Who among the following Presidents of India held this office for two successive terms ?
(a) V.V. Giri (b) Dr. S. Radhakrishna (c) Dr. Rajendra Prasad (d) Dr. Zakir Hussain

23. On which of the following important issues has the Indian President recently made a 
reference to the Supreme Court
(a) “Consultation Process”, for the transfer and appointment of Judges in the Supreme 
Court and High Courts
(b) “Consultation Process” for the enhancement of judges salary
(c) “Consultation Process”, for the facilities extended to judicial officers
(d) None of the above

24. Panchayati Raj was first introduced in India in October, 1959 in
(a) Rajathan (b) Tamil Nadu (c) Kerala (d) Karnataka

25. The concept of Eight-fold path forms the theme of
(a) Dipavamsa (b) Divyavadana



(c) Mahaparinibban Sutta (d) Dhrama Chakra Pravartana Sutta

26. The famous literary work “Tahquiq-i-Hind” was written by
(a) Alberuni (b) Badauni (c) Zia-ud-din Barni (d) Khaji Khan

27. Taxila was the famous site of
(a) Early vedic Art (b) Gandhara Art (c) Gupta Art (d) Mauryan Art

28. Who was the first Indian to become the member of British Parliament
(a) M. Malabari (b) Dadabhai Naoroji (c) D.N.B. Wacha (d) W.C. Benerjee

29. The moist air masses that cause winter rains in the north-western region of India are part 
of

(a) trade winds (b) westerlies (c) local disturbances (d) retreating monsoons

30. Atacama is
(a) A desert region of northern Chile (b) the grass lands of Argentina
(c) the peninusular portion of eastern Mexico (d) a desert region in Southern 

California

31. How many States touch the boundary of Madhya Pradesh ?
(a) 3 (b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 7

32. The Uri Hydro electric project is located in
(a) J&K (b) Himachal Pradesh (c) Uttar Pradesh (d) Haryana

33. Who among the following became the Presdient of Nigeria following the death of Gen. 
San Abacha ?
(a) Abdul Salam Emi Iio (b) Hage Geingob
(c) Abdusalam Abul Akbar (d) Omar Hassan Al-Bashir

34. Currency for which of the following country have declined the most in the recent 
economic tuermoil of South-East Asia ?
(a) Indonesia (Rupiah) (b) Thailand (Baht) (c) India (Rupee) (d) Malaysia 
(Ringgit)

35. Operation “Jayasikkurui” is related to :
(a) War against LTTE (b) Canvassing of Jayalalitha
(c) Canvassing of Jaya Vardhane (d) Development of Sanskrit Language

36. The Leila Seth Commission has probed into :
(a) Arms dropping at Purulia (b) Dabawali Accident
(c) Burning of Ms. Naina Sahni (d) Circumstances leading to death of Rajan Pillai

37. Author of the book, ‘The City of Joy’ is :
(a) Jawahar Lal Nehru (b) Dominique Lapierre (c) Salman Rushdie (d) H.G. Wells

38. Who directed the world famous film Gandhi ?
(a) Ben Kingsley (b) Richard Attenborough (c) Satyajeet Ray (d) 
Mrinal Sen

39. Who is the publisher of “The God of Small Things ?”
(a) Harper Collins (b) Orient Longman (c) India Ink (d) Mac Millan

40. Which of the following films was chosen for the Golden Globe Award in 1997 ?



(a) English Patient (b) X-Files (c) Evita (d) Dead Man Walking

41. Which of the following pairs of scientists have won the Noble Prize for Physics for 1997 ?
(a) Stanley Prusiner and Myron Scholes (b) John Walker and Jody Williams
(c) Claude Cohen Tanoudji and William Phillips (d) Robert C. Metron and Jens Skor

42. Which of the following Indian actor has been awarded the Pakistan’s highest civilian 
medal, Nishan-i-Imtiaz ?
(a) Shabana Azmi (b) Amitabh Bachhan (c) Dilip Kumar (d) None of the above

43. At the 21st Asian American International Film Festival at New York, who among the 
following has been awarded the 1998 Aisan American Media Award for lifetime 
achievement ?
(a) Mulk Raj Anand (b) Mani Ratnam (c) Ismail Merchant (d) Mahesh 
Bhatt

44. Ramon Magsaysay in whose name a prestigeous award is given regularly was from
(a) Norway (b) Phillipines (c) South Korea (d) Singapore

45. Which of the following gases is considered as a green house gas and its effect on the 
environment way very much in news recently ?
(a) Oxygen (b) Amonia (c) Chlorine (d) Carbon Dioxide

46. Haemophilia is a genetic disorder which leads to
(a) decrease in haemoglobin level (b) rheumatic heart disease
(c) decrease in W.B.C. (d) non-clotting of blood

47. How many bones do worms have ?
(a) 0 (b) 1 (c) Over 30 (d) None of the above

48. Who is credited with development of polio vaccine ?
(a) Linus Pauling (b) Jones Salk (c) Melium Calmin (d) Selman Waksman

49. Which of the following is not the highlight of the concessions announced recently by the 
finance Minister for information technology sectory ?
(a) 100% income tax exemption on information technology sector
(b) Tariff barriers to be brought down by the year 2003
(c) Import of softwares will be allowed with a duty of 5%
(d) 60% depreciation on information technology products

50. FIPB stands for
(a) Foreign Investment Promotion Board (b) Federation of Indian Press Bureau
(c) Free India People’s Bureau (d) Forum of Indian Progressive Businessman

51. Golden Boot Award for the top-soccer (with six goals) during the World Cup Soccer 
matches was won by
(a) Gabriel Batistuta (Argentina) (b) Christian Vieri (Italy) (c) Dauor Suker (Croatia)

(d) Ronaldo (Brazil)

52. The Mascot of the 1998 World Cut Soccer was named “Footix” because
(a) Footix was the name of the person who designed the cup
(b) The word ‘Foot’ comes from football and ‘ix’ from Asterix, the noted French cartoon 
character
(c) It was name given by the Chairperson of FIFA
(d) None of the above



53. For his outstanding performance in 1997, who among the following has been declared as 
the Best Chess player of the world and was awarded Chess Oscar by the Russian Chess 
magazine ?
(a) Garry Kasparov (b) Vishwanathan Anand (c) Anatoly Karpov (d) 
Josefy Dorfman

54. Grand Slam is a term associated with
(a) Bridge (cards) (b) Chess (c) Horse-racing(d) Shooting

55. Expert legal advice to the Government of India is tendered by the
(a) Attorney General of India (b) Chief Justice of India
(c) Chairman, Law Commission (d) Minister of Law, justice and company affairs in the 
Union Cabinet

56. The Idea of SAARC was first mooted by
(a) Bangladesh (b) Sri Lanka (c) India (d) Nepal

57. Who among the following is a famous Santoor player ?
(a) Hari Prasad Chauraisa (b) Ravi Shankar
(c) Zakir Hussain (d) Shiv Kumar Sharma

58. The name ‘Autar’ is associated with
(a) The country’s largest indigenously built warship which is to be commissioned in 
August, 1998
(b) A big-budget film released recently
(c) A self-fuelling reusable multi-role mini space plane capable of putting Satellites in orbit 
which is being designed by Indian scientists
(d) None of the above

59. Who is the first woman judge of the International Court of Justice ?
(a) Vijay Lakshmi Pandit(b) Asma Jehangiri (c) Rosalyn Higgnis (d) Elenon 
Roosevelt

60. Present speaker of the Lok Sabha is
(a) G.M.C. Balayogi (b) P.A. Sangma (c) Shiv Raj Patil (d) None of the 
above

61. ‘Absconder’ in the eye of law means :
(a) Run away from Home (b) Run away after killing
(c) Hide to evade the process of law (d) Challenge the executive

62. ‘Accomplice’ in legal terms means :
(a) Partner in a Crime (b) Eye Witness (c) On looker (d) Criminal Mind

63. Any court of Tribunal in the Territory of India means – Court which :
(a) Have Judicial Right (b) Must be within the Territory of India
(c) Working under International Court (d) None of these

64. A ‘Sword’ under the section 2(i) C of the Arms Act 1959 is :
(a) Symbol (b) Religious Weapon (c) Arms (d) None of these

65. Countersign means :
(a) Take Signature (b) Unauthenticated Signature
(c) To add one’s Signature to the document (d) Attempt to suicide

66. ‘Delinquent Child’ is one who :



(a) Has no Parents (b) No Education (c) Has no Legs (d) Has committed an 
offence

67. ‘Habeas corpus’ is a
(a) Greek term (b) Latin term (c) English term (d) French term

68. ‘Burden of proof’ means
(a) take allegation (b) contradictory statement (c) prove an allegation (d) 
clean judgement

69. Hindu Marriage Act was passed in
(a) 1950 (b) 1952 (c) 1955 (d) 1959

70. ‘Capacity’ in legal term means
(a) natural power (b) physical power (c) moral power (d) legal power

71. ‘Rule of Law’ a term in Indian constitution is taken from
(a) U.K. (b) U.S.A. (c) Russia (d) Ireland

72. Quid Pro Quo means
(a) one for the other (b) illegal action (c) moral values(d) lawlessness

73. Immunity denotes
(a) freedom from infection (b) from interference (c) from power of the state

(d) no control

74. Detention denotes
(a) confiscating goods (b) arrest (c) defects (d) no freedom to move

75. Law :
(a) Follows Human behaviour (b) Prescribes Rules (c) Is Supreme Will (d) 
none

76. Waqf is a :
(a) Charitable Institution (b) Gift (c) One man’s Property (d) Institution for Parda Nashin 
Ladies

77. Relations between Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles is of :
(a) Harmony but imbalance (b) Harmony and Balance (c) Only Harmony

(d) Only of Conflict

78. Untouchability (Offences) Act was Passed in :
(a) 1955 (b) 1957 (c) 1959 (d) 1962

Directions : Given below is a statement of legal principle, followed by a factual situation. 
Apply the principle to the facts and select the most appropriate answer among the 
alternatives given

79. “Nobody shall unlawfully interfere with a person’s use or enjoyment of land, or some right 
over, or in connection with it. The use or enjoyment, envisaged herein, should be normal 
and reasonable taking into account surrounding situation.”
Krishnan and Kannan were neighbours in a residential locality. Kannan started a typing 
class in a part of his house and his typing sound disturbed Krishnan who could not put up 
with any kind of continuous noise. He filed a suit against Kannan.
(a) Kannan is liable, because he should not have started typing class in his house
(b) Kannan is liable, because as a neighbour, he should have realised Krishnan’s delicate 
nature



(c) Kannan is not liable, because typing sound did not disturb anyone else other than 
Krishnan
(d) None of the above.

80. Contract is an agreement freely entered into between the parties.
Ramlal was a dealer in cement. The Government of India, by an order issued under the 
Essential Commodities Act, fixed the price of cement, and also the quantity which a 
person can buy from the dealer, Ramlal carried on his business under this new order for 
sometime, but he refused to pay sales tax on his sale transactions on the ground that 
these were not the contracts freely entered into by him.
(a) Ramlal would succeed, because free consent between the parties were there despite 
the restriction on price and quantity.
(b) Ramlal would not succeed, because free consent between the parties were there 
despite the restriction on price and quantity
(c) Ramlal would succeed, because the Government under the new order, forced him to 
enter into contracts.
(d) None of the above.

Directions : For questions 81 to 83, choose the diagram that best illustrate the 
relationship between the three objects.

(A) (B) (C) (D)
81. Sight, Anger, Senses

82. Emotions, love, hate

83. Mothers, Sister, humans

84. In a certain code ‘SEQUENCE’ is coded as ‘HVJFVMXV’ How is ‘CHILDREN’ coded in 
that code ?
(a) XSRMWIVM(b) XSROWIVM(c) DSROWIUN (d) MVIWORSX

85. If SYSTEM is written as SYSMET and NEARER is written as AENRER, then FRACTION 
will be coded as
(a) CARFNOIT (b) CARFTION (c) NOITFRAC (d) FRACNOIT

86. Court is related to lawyers in the same way as Hospital is related to
(a) Wards (b) Beds (c) Doctors (d) Patients

87. Bud is related to Flower in the same way as seed is related to
(a) Earth (b) Fruit (c) Water (d) Plant

Directions : In questions 88 & 89 there is a letter sequence. In each sequence, some letters 
are missing which are given as one of the four alternatives under the sequence. 
Find the correct alternative.

88. _______bccb________abc___________baa_________c
(a) acbc (b) aacb (c) bcac(d) abcc

89. ab_____ _______abb_______ab_________a



(a) baab (b) abab (c) abba (d) aabb

90. Pointing to a woman, a man said, “She is the mother of my father’s daughter’s daughter”. 
How is the man related to the woman
(a) Son (b) Brother (c) Father (d) None of these

91. Pointing to man, a woman said, “His mother is the only daughter of my mother”. How is 
the man related to the woman ?
(a) Father (b) Brother (c) Son (d) Grandson

92. While facing east you turn to your left and walk 10 yards; then turn to your left and walk 
10 yards; and now you turn 45” towards your right and go straight to cover 25 yards. 
Now, in what direction are you from your starting point ?
(a) North-East (b) South-West (c) South-East (d) North-West

93. I went 10m to the east, then turned north and walked another 15m, then I turned west 
and covered 12m, and then turned south and covered 15m. How far am I from my house 
?
(a) 0m (b) 2m (c) 3m (d) 5m

Directions : Read the following statements carefully and answer question 94-98 given 
below it.

Six persons A, B, C, D, E and F were playing a card game. A’s father mother and uncle 
were in the group. There were two females. B, the mother of A got more points than her 
husband. D got more points in the game than E but less than F. Niece of F got the lowest 
points. Father of A got more points than F but still would not win the game.

94. Who won the game ?
(a) A (b) B (c) F (d) D

95. Who got the lowest points ?
(a) A (b) C (c) E (d) B

96. Who is the husband of B ?
(a) F (b) E (c) D (d) C

97. Who was the lady in the group other than the ‘B’ ?
(a) C (d) D (c) A (d) F

98. Who stood second in the game ?
(a) A (b) B (c) C (d) D

Directions : For questions 99 & 100 refer to data below :

On an island ‘Boola-boola’, the inhabitants always answer any question with two 
sentences – one of which is always true, and the other always false. Read the questions below 
carefully, and choose the correct answer.

You have been deputized as the commissioner of the island and discover that smuggling 
is rampant there. You are determined to catch the smugglers on board their ship and so you 
question three suspects, as to when the ship is expected, and what it looks like. This is what they 
have to say :



Ramesh : “It arrives at 5 p.m. The colour of ship is only blue”
Sanjay : “It arrives at 5 p.m. The colour of ship is only black”
Rajeev : “I know at what time the ship arrives. Sanjay is lying about the time of arrival:.

99. What time does the ship arrive ?
(a) 6 p.m. (b) 5 p.m. (c) Can’t say (d) Won’t arrive

100. What colour is the ship ?
(a) Can’t say (b) Blue (c) Black (d) Brown



ANSWERS

1.B  31D  61C  91C 
2D  32A  62A  92D 
3D  33C  63A  93B 
4C  34A  64C  94B 
5A  35A  65C  95A
6B  36D  66D  96D 
7C  37B  67B  97C 
8B  38B  68C  98C 
9B  39A  69C  99B 
10A  40A  70D 
11A  41C  71A 
12B  42C  72A 
13C  43C  73B 
14A  44B  74B 
15C  45D  75B 
16D  46D  76A 
17B  47A  77B 
18A  48B  78A 
19C  49B  79D 
20A  50A  80B 
21D  51C  81B 
22C  52B  82A 
23A  53B  83D 
24A  54A  84B 
25D  55A  85A 
26A  56A  86C 
27D  57D  87D 
28B  58C  88B 
29D  59C  89A 
30A  60D  90B 
100A 


